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ABSTRACT
Aerosol absorption constitutes a significant component of the total radiative effect of aerosols, and hence its
representation in general circulation models is crucial to radiative forcing estimates. We use here multiple
observations to evaluate the performance of CAM5.3-Oslo with respect to its aerosol representation.
CAM5.3-Oslo is the atmospheric component of the earth system model NorESM1.2 and shows on average
an underestimation of aerosol absorption in the focus region over East and South Asia and a strong aerosol
absorption overestimation in desert and arid regions compared to observations and other AeroCom phase III
models. We explore the reasons of the model spread and find that it is related to the column burden and
residence time of absorbing aerosols, in particular black carbon and dust. We conduct further sensitivity
simulations with CAM5.3-Oslo to identify processes which are most important for modelled aerosol
absorption. The sensitivity experiments target aerosol optical properties, and contrast their impact with
effects from changes in emissions and deposition processes, and the driving meteorology. An improved
agreement with observations was found with the use of a refined emission data set, transient emissions and
assimilation of meteorological observations. Changes in optical properties of absorbing aerosols can also
reduce the under- and overestimation of aerosol absorption in the model. However, changes in aerosol
absorption strength between the sensitivity experiments are small compared to the inter-model spread among
the AeroCom phase III models.
Keywords: absorbing aerosols, black carbon, dust, global model, remote sensing

1. Introduction
Aerosol particles play an important role in the Earth’s
energy budget since they interact directly with incoming
solar radiation by scattering and absorption, and have
the ability to change cloud properties such as albedo and
lifetime (Twomey, 1977; Albrecht, 1989; Boucher et al.,
2013; Bellouin et al., 2020). Absorbing aerosols are of
particular interest since their radiative forcing is estimated
to be positive, reducing the magnitude of the net aerosol
cooling (Bond et al., 2013). The main absorbing aerosols
are black carbon (BC), mineral dust and brown carbon
(BrC) (Samset et al., 2018). Particularly, BC has a strong
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positive radiative forcing which is estimated to be in the
range from þ0.05 to þ1.37 W m2 (Myhre et al., 2013;
Peng et al., 2016). Rapid adjustments of the atmosphere
can further amplify or decrease the warming effect of BC
(Hodnebrog et al., 2014). Circulation changes induced by
the heating of an atmospheric layer by aerosol absorption, can lead to cloud dissipation, or cloud thickening,
dependent on the cloud type and vertical position of the
aerosol particles relative to the cloud (e.g. Koch and Del
Genio, 2010; Wilcox, 2010; Wilcox et al., 2016). Taken
together, the aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions of absorbing as well as scattering aerosols are estimated to have a net negative radiative effect. The latest
assessment of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change gave an estimate of the total aerosol forcing over
the industrial era of 0.9 W m2, with a 90% confidence
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interval of 1.9 to 0.1 W m2, and according to a more
recent estimate (Bellouin et al., 2020) the total aerosol
forcing is within 1.6 to 0.65 W m2 at 68% confidence, or 2.0 to 0.4 W m2 at 90% confidence.
Hence, an accurate representation of absorbing aerosols in general circulation models is crucial for estimating
the total radiative forcing of aerosol-cloud-radiation
interactions. However, there are large inter-model differences, and major discrepancies between models and
observations of aerosol absorption (Bond et al., 2013;
Shindell et al., 2013; Samset et al., 2018; Gliß et al.,
2020). As shown by Wang et al. (2016a), this could be a
methodological issue related to the representativeness of
observing sites and also discrepancies between in-situ and
co-located remote sensing estimates make model validation difficult (Andrews et al., 2017). Furthermore, sampling errors can be induced by the lack of spatial and
temporal co-location between model output and observational data (Schutgens et al., 2016, 2017).
BC as a product of fossil fuel combustion and biomass
burning is the most widely studied absorbing aerosol
component due to its strong absorptivity. BC is typically
hydrophobic but ageing processes lead to changes in its
ability to serve as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and
also changes in its absorption strength (Wittbom et al.,
2014; Dalirian et al., 2018). For instance absorption
enhancement can occur due to the lensing effect (Peng
et al., 2016; Saleh et al., 2015; Nakayama et al., 2014).
However, this absorption enhancement can further affect
wet removal and hence transport as well as lifetime
(Boucher et al., 2016). General circulation models are
limited in representing the specific transformation processes of BC (Samset et al., 2018). Typically, an aerosol
mixing rule is used to calculate the absorption enhancement or they assume a constant value; some models even
treat BC as only externally mixed which means that no
absorption enhancement is included (Saleh et al., 2015;
Samset et al., 2018).
Recent studies have also drawn attention to the representation of BrC (i.e. the absorbing fraction of organic
carbon) in general circulation models (e.g. Saleh et al.,
2015; Brown et al., 2018). BrC which is produced by the
combustion of organic matter exhibits a highly variable
absorption strength which strongly depends on the burning conditions (Saleh et al., 2014; Brown et al., 2018).
During its ageing, BrC can experience a so called photochemical bleaching (Zhong and Jang, 2014; Forrister
et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015; Dasari et al., 2019), but
also a photochemical browning has been observed
(Tsigaridis and Kanakidou, 2018). BrC and the associated
transformation processes are typically not specified in
general circulation models, it is simply included in
organic aerosol (OA). However, Brown et al. (2018) and

Wang et al. (2016a) showed that implementing BrC as a
separate aerosol component improves the agreement of
aerosol absorption in general circulation models with
observations.
Further discrepancies in aerosol absorption between
models and observations can be caused by the representation of mineral dust. Dust as a natural aerosol component is primarily emitted due to friction over arid and
semi-arid regions and global models often calculate dust
emissions on-line depending on wind speed and soil moisture. Models often assume a globally constant refractive
index even though the optical properties of mineral dust
can be very different depending on the source region,
composition, size distribution, particle shape and ageing
processes during atmospheric transport (Petzold et al.,
2009; Samset et al., 2018).
In general, the model representation of aerosol absorption, and resulting radiative forcing, is dependent on the
representation of the life cycle of the different types of
absorbing aerosols, including the aerosol emissions, transport and deposition processes, microphysical aerosol
processes and variations in particle optical properties. It
has been suggested that a lack of refined representations
of variations in aerosol properties constitutes a primary
reason for discrepancies between models and observations
(Gustafsson and Ramanathan, 2016; Peng et al., 2016).
Improved microphysical treatment of aerosols in global
models is one of several recommendations towards
improved constraints on aerosol absorption made by
Samset et al. (2018). In this study, we investigate the relative importance of detailed and accurate representation of
aerosol properties, compared to the more general representation of physical processes such as sources, sinks
and transport.
The representation of absorption by aerosol particles is
investigated in the atmospheric model CAM5.3-Oslo with
the focus on large parts of Asia, ranging from the
Arabian peninsula in the West to the Japanese sea in the
East and from the equator to Mongolia in the North.
This region is particularly interesting because all three
absorbing aerosol types described above can be found in
a high concentration either simultaneously or individually, depending on the specific area. It is well known that
parts of the focus area are hotspots for pollution aerosol
from fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning. Several
desert areas as the Arabian peninsula or the Gobi desert
are also included in the focus region.
We evaluate the model performance with a multimodel intercomparison, reanalysis and remote sensing
observations. We identify processes which can help to
improve aerosol absorption in this specific model through
sensitivity experiments targeting aerosol emissions, deposition, and meteorology, as well as optical properties. We
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focus here on aerosol-radiation interactions by absorbing
aerosols and do not investigate effects of absorbing aerosols on clouds. A description of the aerosol representation in CAM5.3-Oslo can be found in section 2, followed
by a description of the utilised data and methods in section 3. We present and discuss our results in section 4
and summarise our findings in section 5.

2. CAM5.3-Oslo and its aerosol representation
We use the atmospheric component CAM5.3-Oslo
(Kirkevåg et al., 2018) of the earth system model
NorESM1.2, which has an atmospheric core based on the
Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) version 5.3
(CAM5.3; Neale et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2016), and is
coupled to a sophisticated aerosol module OsloAero5.3
with 30 vertical model layers and a horizontal resolution


of 0.9 in latitude by 1.25 in longitude. NorESM1.2 is an
intermediate model version (between NorESM1 and
NorESM2) which has not been published with results
from fully coupled (with the ocean component) simulations. In this study, we use an AMIP-type configuration
of the model, i.e. prescribed sea surface temperatures and
sea ice.
Aerosol types represented in the model are dust, sea
salt, sulphate, BC and OA, which includes both primary
and secondary organic aerosols. Dust and sea salt emissions are wind- and temperature-driven and calculated
online; sea-salt emissions are based on the parameterisation by Salter et al. (2015) while dust emissions follow
Zender et al. (2003). Anthropogenic aerosol emissions are
from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP) phase 5 (CMIP5). Fossil fuel and biofuel emissions are thereby emitted at the surface, while biomass
burning emissions are inserted at 13 model levels following the recommendations by Dentener et al. (2006).
Precursor emissions of secondary organic aerosol (consisting of monoterpene and isoprene) come from the Model
of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature
(MEGAN) 2.1 module in the Community Land Model
(CLM). The treatment of secondary organic aerosol is
based on Makkonen et al. (2014) and has been updated
as described by Kirkevåg et al. (2018).
The aerosol number concentration is not a prognostic
variable in the model, but is ’production-tagged’, i.e. the
size-resolved aerosol mass and number concentration is
calculated offline using look-up tables and is tagged to
the different production mechanisms. Both aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions are parameterised, so
that the predefined ’background’ lognormal modes can
be changed by condensation, coagulation and cloud processing (Kirkevåg et al., 2018). Also, optical properties are
calculated a posteriori using look-up tables. For the pure
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aerosol components, prescribed refractive indices are
used. Sea salt and sulphate aerosols are prescribed as
reflecting, dust and organic aerosols are mainly reflecting
and partly absorbing, whereas BC is mainly absorbing.
All aerosol types can be internally and externally mixed,
so that also absorbing particles can become hygroscopic
and activated as CCN. The refractive index of internally
mixed BC with less absorptive aerosols is calculated from
the Maxwell-Garnett mixing rule, otherwise the volume
mixing rule is applied (Kirkevåg et al., 2008).
All aerosol particles can be removed by dry and wet
deposition in the model. Dry deposition includes gravitational settling, which depends on the size of the particles.
Bigger particles in the coarse mode, such as e.g. dust are
thereby more affected by dry deposition compared to
smaller particles. Wet scavenging is divided into in-cloud
and below-cloud scavenging, where in-cloud scavenging
represents the formation of cloud droplets from aerosols
by impaction and nucleation and below-cloud scavenging
refers to wet removal of aerosols by precipitation. A
detailed model description can be found in Kirkevåg
et al. (2018).

3. Data and methods
We use ground and satellite based observations, the
Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and
Applications version 2 (MERRA-2) reanalysis as well as
multi-model output of the model intercomparison project
Aerosol Comparisons between Observations and Models
(AeroCom) phase III to evaluate the performance of
CAM5.3-Oslo, in an Asian region largely influenced by
the three types of absorbing aerosols, BC, OA and mineral dust. Observational data and MERRA-2 reanalysis is
used for the years 2006 to 2012 while multi-model output
is only available for the year 2010.

3.1. Focus region


We define the focus domain as 0–50 N latitude and

40–150 E longitude, thereby including heavily polluted
regions such as East Asia (mostly China) and the IndoGangetic Plain (IGP) in the northern part of the Indian
subcontinent. Aerosols in these areas are well known to
have effects on radiation, clouds, atmospheric circulation
and not least on human health (Ramanathan and
Carmichael, 2008; Pan et al., 2015). In particular, high
emissions of biomass burning aerosols are found in the
focus area due to crop burning and wild fires in South
and South East Asia. Furthermore, natural mineral dust
has a large contribution in the studied domain, due to
seasonal transport from the Middle East, e.g. the
Arabian Peninsula and Iran, or from the Thar desert at
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Table 1. Summary and short description of the used AERONET data.
Station name
Kanpur
Beijing
Karachi
Solar Village
Pokhara
Chiang Mai

Location

Variable

Site classification

Northern India
(26.45 N, 80.33E)
Eastern China
(39.98 N, 16.38E)
Pakistan
(24.95 N, 67.14E)
Saudi Arabia
(24.9 N, 46.39E)
Nepal
(28.19 N, 83.98E)
Thailand
(18.77 N, 98.97E)

AOD
AAOD
AOD
AAOD
AOD
AAOD
AOD
AAOD
AOD
AAOD
AOD
AAOD

Urban
Polluted
Urban
Polluted
Urban
Coast
Continental
Desert
Continental
Mountain
Urban
Elevated

the border between Pakistan and India, towards South
and Central Asia (Pan et al., 2015).
A large seasonal variability of absorbing aerosols
occurs due to the Asian monsoon. The monsoon cycle
affects large parts of the focus region and leads to dry
polluted conditions during winter and strong precipitation
in summer. The transition periods, pre- and post-monsoon, are often characterised by dust events and/or heavy
biomass burning (e.g. Ramana and Ramanathan, 2006;
Gautam et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2019). Pollution aerosol
has also been found to be transported to higher altitudes
by convection and form so called atmospheric brown
clouds mostly over southern Asia and the northern
Indian Ocean, thereby heating higher altitude atmospheric layers, while cooling the surface and thereby
changing the thermal stability of the atmosphere
(Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008; Gustafsson
et al., 2009).

3.2. Observations
The Level 1.5 total AOD calculated from sun-photometer
measurements and subsequently retrieved AAOD provided by the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET;
Holben et al., 1998) version 3 (Giles et al., 2019) is used
for several stations in the studied area. The AOD and
AAOD are the vertical column integrated aerosol extinction and absorption, respectively. AERONET provides
both variables at different wavelengths, but AOD and
AAOD at 550 nm are not available and were here derived
using the Ångstr€
om exponent in order to match the
model output. The uncertainty in AOD is estimated to
range from 0.01 to 0.02, with a maximum at shorter
wavelengths (340 and 380 nm; Giles et al., 2019). The
AAOD is retrieved from an inversion routine and can be
highly uncertain (±0.015) for measurements with low

Meas. type

Meas. period

Remote sensing
(AERONET)
Remote sensing
(AERONET)
Remote sensing
(AERONET)
Remote sensing
(AERONET)
Remote sensing
(AERONET)
Remote sensing
(AERONET)

2001–2018
2001–2018
2006–2014
1999–2013
2010–2018
2007–2017

aerosol concentration (AOD(440 nm) < 0.2) (Andrews
et al., 2017). Level 2.0 AAOD retrievals exclude all measurements with too low AOD (< 0.4) to reduce this uncertainty. This might lead to a bias towards high AAOD
(Andrews et al., 2017) and therefore Level 1.5 data is
used in this study.
Here, the observations from all available AERONET
stations within the focus region with a minimum number
of provided monthly means (> 12 months for long-term
data from 2006 to 2012 and > 5 months for the year
2010) are used to allow a quantitative comparison.
Furthermore, six AERONET stations are selected by
their different aerosol and meteorological signature for a
detailed discussion of the model performance. First, the
stations Kanpur located in the IGP and Beijing in China
represent heavily polluted urban areas with strong fossil
fuel and biofuel emissions. Both stations are also highly
influenced by mineral dust during spring and summer
(Sessions et al., 2015; Eck et al., 2010). Second, we use
the stations Solar Village in Saudi Arabia and Karachi at
the coast in southern Pakistan since they are dominated
by mineral dust emissions. Moreover, the station Pokhara
has been chosen, which is located in the densely populated and elevated Pokhara valley in Nepal and receives
pollution aerosol and dust from west and southwest during winter and the pre-monsoon season (Singh et al.,
2019). Last, Chiang Mai in Thailand has been selected
for its yearly recurring high aerosol concentration in the
pre-monsoon season which is caused by strong biomass
burning activity on the Indochina peninsula (Gautam
et al., 2013). A list of all utilised AERONET stations
with location information can be found in Table 1.
Additionally, the model was evaluated with monthly
averaged satellite retrievals of clear-sky AOD from
MODIS (Remer et al., 2005) aboard the Terra satellite in
the A-train constellation. The satellite was launched in
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Table 2. Summary and short description of MERRA-2 and AeroCom phase III models.
Model/Reanalysis
Short name
Spatial resolution
BC refractive index
OA refractve index
Dust refractive index
References

MERRA-2

CAM5.3-Oslo

GEOS5-assimilate

GEOS5-freegcm

HadGEM3-GA7.1

MERRA-2

0.5  0.5 , L72
1.75  0.44ia
1.53  0.009ia
1.53  0.0026ia
Molod et al. (2015)
Randles et al. (2017)

CAM5.3-Oslo

1  1 , L30
1.95  0.79i
1.53  0.006i
1.53  0.0055i
Kirkevåg et al.
(2018)

GEOS-A

0.5  0.5 , L72
1.75  0.44ia
1.53  0.009ia
1.53  0.0026ia
Molod et al. (2015)

GEOS-F

0.5  0.5 , L72
1.75  0.44ia
1.53  0.009ia
1.53  0.0026ia
Molod et al. (2015)

HadGEM
N216 (60 km), L85
1.85  0.71ib
1.5–0ib
1.52  0.0015ib
Williams et al. (2018)

The refractive index is given for 550 nm.
a
Veselovskii et al. (2018).
b
Mollard (2018).

2003, and we use here data from 2006 to 2012 of the
MODIS Level 3 Collection 6 data set, with a spatial hori

zontal resolution of 1 latitude by 1 longitude (Platnick
et al., 2015).

3.3. MERRA-2 reanalysis
The MERRA-2 aerosol reanalysis assimilates besides
meteorological also aerosol observations (Randles et al.,
2017). The reanalysis is built with the GOCART aerosol
module, coupled to the GEOS5 Earth system model. The
AOD is thereby fitted to the bias-corrected AOD from
the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR),
the
Moderate
Resolution
Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS), AERONET ground stations, and over desert regions to AOD from the Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR). No observations of AAOD are assimilated, but aerosol mass which
is used to derive AAOD is constrained by the AOD
assimilation (Buchard et al., 2017). Aerosol types represented in MERRA-2 are dust, sea salt, sulphate, OA and
BC. Optical properties (complex refractive indices) of the
absorbing aerosols are listed in Table 2. Aerosol emissions are transient, i.e. synchronous with the actual year.
Dust and sea salt emissions are wind-driven.
Anthropogenic aerosol emissions additionally include
ship and aircraft emissions (Randles et al., 2017). We use
the monthly mean output from MERRA-2 of total clearsky AOD, total clear-sky AAOD, as well as emissions,
deposition and column burden for individual aerosol
types. A detailed description of MERRA-2 is found in
Gelaro et al. (2017), Randles et al. (2017) and Buchard
et al. (2017).

3.4. Aerocom phase III models
Model output of the model intercomparison project
AeroCom phase III was used to compare CAM5.3-Oslo
to other state-of-the-art models. Only a subset of four

models (CAM5.3-Oslo, GEOS5-assimilate (GEOS-A),
GEOS5-freegcm
(GEOS-F),
HadGEM3-GA7.1
(HadGEM)) out of 12 models provides aerosol absorption as output for the control experiment. All models
assimilate meteorological fields from reanalysis (nudging)
to simulate the year 2010, except GEOS-F, which is run
in a coupled ocean-atmosphere configuration. HadGEM
and CAM5.3-Oslo are nudged to the ERA-interim
reanalysis while GEOS is nudged to MERRA-2. Aerosol
types represented in all models are dust, sea salt, sulphate, OA and BC. HadGEM is the only model which
includes representation of nitrate. The GEOS and
HadGEM model use the aerosol emission inventory from
the CMIP phase 6 (CMIP6; see Hoesly et al. (2018) for
anthropogenic and van Marle et al. (2017) for biomass
burning emissions) with transient emissions, i.e. emissions
are for the given year. CAM5.3-Oslo uses the CMIP5
emission inventory with aerosol emissions of the year
2000. Dust and sea salt emissions are wind-driven in all
models. Optical properties of the individual aerosol types
differ among the models (see Table 2). We analyse
monthly mean model output of total AOD, total AAOD,
and emissions, deposition and column burden for individual aerosol species. Note, HadGEM provides a clear-sky
AOD and AAOD while GEOS provides all-sky.
CAM5.3-Oslo provides all-sky and clear-sky diagnostics,
and we present here all-sky. For detailed model descriptions see the references in Table 2.

3.5. CAM5.3-Oslo simulations
We perform a nudged control simulation (experiment
Control, see Table 3) with the CAM5.3-Oslo model for
the years 2006 to 2012. The model is thereby nudged to
ERA-interim reanalysis, i.e. assimilating horizontal winds
and surface pressure while keeping the sea surface temperature fixed, following the recommendations by Zhang
et al. (2014) for studying aerosol-cloud interactions. As in
the AeroCom control experiment setup, the aerosol
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Table 3. Summary and short description of the control and sensitivity experiments.

Control
Emissions

Meteorology
Deposition

Optics

Experiment name

Experiment description

Control
CMIP6_PD
CMIP6_transient
OM-OC_1.7
DUemissions_tuned
ERA5
AMIP
BCscav_lower
DUscav_higher
DUdrydep_increased
BCrefrac_1.0
OArefrac_MERRA
DUrefrac_MERRA

Control nudged simulation from 2006 to 2012
CMIP6 aerosol emissions from 2000
CMIP6 aerosol emissions are synchronous with the simulated year
Factor for conversion of OC emissions to organic matter set to 1.7 for all emission sources
Tuning of dust emissions, halved emission fluxes
Nudged with ERA5 instead of ERA-interim
AMIP-type simulation
Below-cloud scavenging coefficient of BC decreased by a factor of 2
Below-cloud scavenging coefficient of dust increased by a factor of 2
fall velocity for dust increased by 10%
Imaginary part of the BC refractive index at 550 nm increased from 0.79 to 1.0
OA refractive index at 550 nm same as in MERRA-2
Dust refractive index at 550 nm same as in MERRA-2

The sensitivity experiments are performed only for the year 2010 and compared to the year 2010 of the control simulation.

emissions are monthly prescribed and of the year 2000,
using emissions provided by CMIP5. We perform further
sensitivity simulations and the results are compared with
the control simulation that serves as a reference. The sensitivity experiments have the same configuration as the
control simulation, except that they are conducted only
for the year 2010, for a better comparison with the
AeroCom model output, which is only available for the
year 2010. Aerosol absorption in the model can be
affected by changes in the emitted aerosol mass, transport
and removal processes and optical characteristics of the
individual aerosol types. Hence, the chosen sensitivity
simulations target these processes and are split into the
four categories: emissions, deposition, meteorology, and
optical properties. All changes in the sensitivity experiments are applied globally, so that the studied domain
may also be affected by changes in the surrounding areas.
The model simulations are described in detail in the following and a summary of the experiments can be found
in Table 3.
3.5.1. Emissions. Although it has been suggested that
representation of aerosol transport, residence time and
deposition is of greater importance for inter-model variations in modelled aerosol properties than a harmonisation
of aerosol emissions (Textor et al., 2007), it has also been
found that BC emissions are underestimated in current
climate models (Chung et al., 2012; Gustafsson and
Ramanathan, 2016; Wang et al., 2016b). In addition to
the default emission data set, we therefore here use the
new emission inventory provided by CMIP6, using the
emission year 2000 (experiment CMIP6_PD) as in the
control simulation. While the default emission data set
provides monthly mean data only until the year 2005, the
new CMIP6 emission data set reaches until December

2014 for anthropogenic and until December 2015 for biomass burning emissions, allowing for an additional
experiment
with
a
transient
emission
cycle
(CMIP6_transient), i.e. emissions are synchronous with
the simulated year 2010, to support analysis of year-toyear variability in emissions.
Moreover, we evaluate the model configuration in
terms of emissions of OA and dust. The representation of
OA in CAM5.3-Oslo includes primary organic matter
and secondary organic aerosols. Organic carbon emissions are normally converted to organic matter by applying a prescribed factor of 2.6 for emissions from biomass
burning and a factor of 1.4 for emissions from fossil fuel
combustion. In one of the sensitivity experiments, we
choose a ratio of 1.7 for all organic carbon emissions
(OM-OC_1.7) following Wang et al. (2016a).
Dust emissions in CAM5.3-Oslo were found to be
overestimated (Kirkevåg et al., 2018). The model uses a
tuning factor to scale dust emissions, and to test the sensitivity of aerosol absorption to dust emissions, especially
in desert and arid parts of the focus domain, we halve
the emission fluxes (DUemissions_tuned).
3.5.2. Deposition. Aerosol particles can be removed
through dry and wet deposition in the model. To test the
influence of deposition processes on aerosol absorption,
in one of the experiments we change the efficiency of
below-cloud scavenging, which is parameterised using
scavenging coefficients. The scavenging coefficients for
BC are decreased by a factor of two (BCscav_lower),
opposed to an increase for dust, also by a factor of two
(DUscav_higher). In the focus region, with large parts
dominated by mineral dust, we test the sensitivity to dry
deposition by increasing the fall velocity of dust by 10%
(DUdrydep_increased).
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3.5.3. Meteorology. The control simulation is nudged
to ERA-interim reanalysis but with fixed sea surface temperature and sea ice. To test the influence of meteorological variation and thereby differences in wind-driven
emissions, transport and deposition processes, we assimilate the model here to the new ERA5 reanalysis (ERA5).
In addition, we conduct a 10-year AMIP-type simulation
with no assimilation of meteorological fields, and with
aerosol emissions of the year 2000 as in the control simulation.
3.5.4. Optical properties. In this category of sensitivity
experiments, we implement changes concerning the
absorption ability of pure aerosol components. This
experiment category evaluates thereby model-specific configurations rather than the representation of physical
processes which influence the life cycle.
The absorption ability of a pure aerosol component is
defined through the wavelength dependent imaginary part
of the refractive index in the model. We increase the
default value of 0.79 for BC, which is based on Bond and
Bergstrom (2006) to a value of 1.0 for the entire visible
spectrum (BCrefrac_1.0), so that BC is prescribed as
fully absorbing.
The imaginary part of the refractive index at 550 nm
for OA is fairly low in CAM5.3-Oslo compared to the
other AeroCom models and MERRA-2 reanalysis
included in this study (see Table 2). In one of the experiments we adjust the absorptivity of OA and choose a
higher absorption ability according to MERRA-2
(OArefrac_MERRA).
In contrast, the absorptivity of dust in CAM5.3-Oslo is
high compared to the included AeroCom models and
MERRA-2 reanalysis (see Table 2). We choose here the
imaginary part of the dust refractive index at 550 nm of
MERRA-2, so that dust becomes more reflecting
(DUrefrac_MERRA).

3.6. Analysis methods
We evaluate the representation of absorption by aerosols
in the model CAM5.3-Oslo in the focus domain in section 4.1.1 by comparing the model control simulation
with observations from MODIS and AERONET and
include also MERRA-2 reanalysis. We evaluate further
the model performance compared to three additional
AeroCom phase III models in section 4.1.2.
We compare both the spatial and temporal variability
of AAOD especially between the models and remote sensing observations. In that way, model spreads in AAOD
can be broadly linked to e.g. the representation of aerosol
species and emission strength.
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In section 4.2, the sensitivity of the modelled aerosol
absorption in CAM5.3-Oslo to the aforementioned
changes in emissions, deposition, meteorology and optical
aerosol properties is studied. We focus on relative
changes in AAOD between the control and sensitivity
simulations in order to identify the main processes which
influence the absorbing ability of aerosols in the model
and compare further changes in aerosol burden, emissions
and residence time. The seasonal variability in comparison with other models and selected AERONET stations
is analysed in section 4.2.5.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. CAM5.3-Oslo model evaluation
4.1.1. Regional distribution of AOD and AAOD. Figure
1 shows the AOD spatial distribution of the observations
(MODIS, AERONET), reanalysis (MERRA-2) and the
model’s control simulation for the temporal mean of the
years 2006 to 2012 (Fig. 1a, c, e) as well as the direct
comparison between monthly mean AERONET AOD
and monthly mean AOD of MODIS, MERRA-2 and the
control simulation (Fig. 1b, d, f). Note, that the AOD of
MODIS, MERRA-2 and AERONET is for clear-sky
while the modelled AOD is all-sky. MERRA-2 reanalysis
seems to be in agreement with MODIS and AERONET
observations with a similar AOD distribution and a low
mean difference of 14% between MERRA-2 and
MODIS, owing to the fact that MERRA-2 AOD assimilation includes these observations, among others. The
control simulation (Fig. 1e) shows an overestimation of
AOD by more than 100% over desert and arid regions,
and locally even more than 200% compared to MODIS
observations, but underestimates over East Asia, the
Indian subcontinent, Tibet and the oceans often by more
than 50%.
Comparing further the modelled AAOD with
MERRA-2 and AERONET observations, the model
underestimates absorption by aerosols in large parts of
the focus region (Fig. 2). However, a similar spatial variability as seen in the AOD distribution is found; AAOD
is underestimated compared to MERRA-2 data, especially over the IGP, East Asia as well as ocean areas and
strongly overestimated over dust-dominated areas within
the focus domain, locally by over 100% (see Fig. 2).
While Buchard et al. (2017) showed that MERRA-2
AAOD agrees with estimates from observations on the
global scale, we find that MERRA-2 still underestimates
the AAOD in some parts of the focus region if compared
to ground-based AERONET stations, especially over the
Indian subcontinent. Note, that the AAOD of MERRA-
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Fig. 1. Left: Temporal mean of the years 2006 to 2012 of aerosol optical depth (AOD) for MODIS (a), MERRA-2 reanalysis (c) and
the model control simulation (e) in the focus region. AERONET observations are illustrated as coloured circles. Right: Scatter plots of
MODIS (b), MERRA-2 (d) and modelled AOD (f) against AERONET retrievals (monthly average). Note, the AOD of MODIS,
MERRA-2 and AERONET is clear-sky while the modelled AOD is for all-sky.

2 and AERONET is for clear-sky while the modelled
AAOD is all-sky.
To evaluate whether the model CAM5.3-Oslo reproduces seasonal and interannual variability in aerosol absorption, we compare monthly mean AAOD of the control
simulation with MERRA-2 reanalysis and AERONET
observations from 2006 to 2012 at selected measurement
stations within the focus region (see Fig. 3). Moreover, to
distinguish the contribution of the three absorbing aerosol types BC, dust and OA in the model simulation, the

AAOD of each component is shown. Note, the AAOD of
these three components does not add up to their sum due
to the technical method used for decomposition of total
absorption from each of the aerosol species in internal
mixtures in the model. The model output has been linearly interpolated to the exact station location from data
of the two closest grid points according to Schutgens
et al. (2016).
In accordance with the results above, the highest simulated AAOD is periodically evident at the two dust-
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Fig. 2. Left: Temporal mean of the years 2006 to 2012 of absorption aerosol optical depth (AAOD) for MERRA-2 reanalysis (a) and
the model control simulation (c) in the focus region. AERONET observations are illustrated as coloured circles. Right: Scatter plots of
MERRA-2 (b) and modelled AAOD (d) against AERONET retrievals (monthly average). Note, the AAOD of MERRA-2 and
AERONET is clear-sky while the modelled AAOD is for all-sky.

dominated stations Solar Village and Karachi (Fig. 3c,
d), with a mean AAOD overestimation of as high as
þ142% at Solar Village compared to AERONET retrievals. The strong seasonality in the nudged model simulation is driven primarily by dust at these two locations
since neither BC nor OA contribute significantly to the
modelled AAOD. Both timeseries indicate that most
likely the dust column burden or the absorptivity of mineral dust is overestimated in CAM5.3-Oslo.
On the contrary, the clear signal of high AAOD values
during spring in Chiang Mai is reproduced well in the
model as seen in Fig. 3f. However, the modelled AAOD
reaches only one third of the observed maximum, and the
underestimation in AAOD is with 58% highest among
all stations. In accordance with the biomass burning
influence at the station, CAM5.3-Oslo shows a large contribution of OA absorption to the total AAOD and discrepancies with the observations might be explained by
too low OA emissions, the relatively low imaginary part
of the refractive index or also the coarse model resolution. As discussed in Sessions et al. (2015), model biases

are also known to be high at this station in the biomass
burning season.
The largest temporal variability in absorption strength,
with irregular maxima, is found at the urban stations
Kanpur and Beijing. However, the mean magnitude of
modelled AAOD is not underestimated by more than
28% and 37% respectively for Beijing and Kanpur.
Besides a strong seasonality in dust column burden and
hence in dust AAOD, both urban stations exhibit significant contributions from BC and OA to the total AAOD
with a dominance of BC often during winter months (see
Fig. 3a, b). Reasons for the underestimation could be too
low emissions for large metropolitan areas as for instance
seen in Pan et al. (2015) where anthropogenic fossil fuel
and biofuel emissions were underestimated for several cities in the IGP, including Kanpur.
Another underestimation of AAOD with as high as
53% in the control simulation compared to the observations occurs at the remote Pokhara station (see Fig. 3e).
Reasons for this discrepancy might be a deficiency in
emissions and an incorrect representation of air mass
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Fig. 3. AAOD timeseries from the nudged control (blue) and AMIP (black, dashed) simulations compared to AERONET (grey bars)
and MERRA-2 (grey line) AAOD monthly means (Level 1.5) of selected AERONET stations. The AAOD contribution of BC (red),
dust (yellow) and OA (green) to the nudged control simulation is shown as well. Note, the AAOD of BC, OA and dust does not add up
to their sum due to the technical realisation of internal mixing in the model. The map in the bottom left corner shows the respective
locations of the AERONET stations.
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transport in high mountain areas in the model (Pan
et al., 2015; Schutgens et al., 2017). Consistent with Singh
et al. (2019), dust dominates the AAOD during the premonsoon season in the model while BC affects the
AAOD mainly in other seasons. In summertime, most of
the aerosols are washed out due to the strong monsoon
precipitation.
MERRA-2 reanalysis represents the AAOD timeseries
in many cases much better with for instance negligible
differences for Kanpur if compared to the AERONET
retrieval. Even though the AAOD is considerably overestimated for Beijing, the temporal evolution corresponds
reasonably well with the observations at both urban stations. The largest discrepancy between MERRA-2 and
AERONET occurs for Solar Village with þ47% overestimation while the AAOD is also underestimated in
Chiang Mai (–44%) and Pokhara (–16%), similarly to
CAM5.3-Oslo.
To summarise, CAM5.3-Oslo is able to reproduce seasonal and also interannual variability to some extent, but
the model performance varies between dust-dominated
and polluted areas. At dust dominated stations an overestimation of AAOD occurs compared to an underestimation of AAOD in polluted regions which is smaller in
magnitude. Here, it is also important to note that differences between observations and the model can be caused
by differences in aerosol emissions since CAM5.3 Oslo
has monthly prescribed emissions of the year 2000 (see
section 3.5).
4.1.2. Aerocom multi-model intercomparison and evaluation. In the following, we compare AOD and AAOD
output of four AeroCom phase III models and evaluate
model performances in the representation of aerosol
absorption in the focus region using observations from
AERONET. Figures 4 and 5 show the AOD and AAOD
distribution of four AeroCom phase III models (left side),
including CAM5.3-Oslo, for the year 2010 in the focus
domain, in comparison with AERONET station data for
the year 2010. Furthermore, both figures show on the
right side a direct comparison between the monthly mean
AOD (Fig. 4) and AAOD (Fig. 5) from the AeroCom
phase III models and the monthly mean clear-sky AOD
and AAOD retrievals from various AERONET stations.
As mentioned in section 4.1.1, CAM5.3-Oslo overestimates AOD and AAOD over desert and arid areas within
the focus domain compared to remote sensing observations. A comparison to the other AeroCom models
reveals that this model bias in CAM5.3-Oslo does not
occur in the other models. Dust emissions which are
wind-driven in all models, vary widely among the models.
Gliß et al. (2020) found similar that dust burdens vary
largely on the global scale among AeroCom phase III
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models. CAM5.3-Oslo has the highest dust emissions and
the highest averaged dust burden over desert regions,
which yields a high AOD and AAOD. In addition, this
model prescribes the highest dust absorptivity at 550 nm
(see Table 2), which amplifies aerosol absorption over
dust-dominated areas. However, the regional mean burden of dust is low compared to the other models, consistent with the short residence time of dust (see Table 4).
The residence time of each aerosol type is here defined as
the ratio between column burden of an aerosol species
and its total deposition (wet and dry). The two GEOS
models show a slight overestimation of aerosol absorption over the deserts of the Arabian peninsula and
HadGEM with a fairly low dust absorptivity and short
dust residence time seems to compare best with
AERONET AAOD retrievals over deserts. Model differences in the defined dust size distribution can lead to the
spread in residence time of dust due to the size dependence of dry deposition; and moreover can result in diverse
absorption strength in the longwave spectrum by larger
particles. According to Kok et al. (2017), many models
tend to overestimate the fraction of fine mode dust which
leads to decreased aerosol absorption and is thought to
be less realistic if compared to observations.
Focussing on areas influenced by anthropogenic pollution within the studied domain, CAM5.3-Oslo underestimates AOD and AAOD compared to remote sensing
observations, in particular over the IGP (see section
4.1.1). Comparing CAM5.3-Oslo to the other AeroCom
models indicates that the underestimation over the IGP
seems to be a common model bias, in agreement with
Pan et al. (2015). However, HadGEM shows an overestimation over the IGP and the whole Indian subcontinent
which is neither supported by AERONET nor MODIS
observations as seen in Fig. 1. GEOS-A and HadGEM
give relatively high AOD over eastern Asia, for instance
over the Sichuan Basin in China. The free running version of the GEOS model, GEOS-F, shows in general
lower AOD and AAOD in comparison with the other
models. The large discrepancies in AOD and AAOD in
polluted areas within the focus domain are consistent
with differences in OA and BC emissions among the
AeroCom models (see Table 4). CAM5.3-Oslo has the
lowest emissions and shortest residence time of BC
among the models, which yields the lowest BC burden
and is consistent with the underestimated aerosol absorption as for instance seen over the Indian subcontinent in
Fig. 5. However, according to Lund et al. (2018) the BC
residence time in CAM5.3-Oslo with < 5.5 days agrees
better with observations. HadGEM has a similar BC residence time and strong absorptivity (see Table 2) as
CAM5.3-Oslo but shows in contrast the highest AAOD
in polluted regions. Since HadGEM is the only model
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Fig. 4. Left: Annual mean of the year 2010 of aerosol optical depth (AOD) for four AeroCom phase III models in the focus region
(a, c, e, g). Note, HadGEM uses a clear-sky AOD while GEOS and CAM5.3-Oslo use all-sky. AERONET clear-sky AOD observations
as annual mean of the year 2010 are illustrated as coloured circles. Right: Scatter plots of modelled AOD against AERONET (monthly
average) observations (b, d, f, h).
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Fig. 5. Left: Annual mean of the year 2010 of absorption aerosol optical depth (AAOD) for four AeroCom phase III models in the
focus region (a, c, e, g). Note, HadGEM uses a clear-sky AOD while GEOS and CAM5.3-Oslo use all-sky. AERONET clear-sky
AAOD observations as annual mean of the year 2010 are illustrated as coloured circles. Right (b, d, f, h): Scatter plots of modelled
AAOD against AERONET observations (monthly average).
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Table 4. Mean AAOD, normalised mean bias (NMB) and correlation (R) compared to AERONET, aerosol emissions,
column burden and residence times for absorbing aerosols for MERRA-2 and AeroCom phase III models on the regional
scale for the year 2010.
Variable
AAOD
NMB (%)
R
BC emissions (kg m–2 s–1)
OA emissions (kg m–2 s–1)
Dust emissions (kg m–2 s–1)
BC burden (kg m–2)
OA burden (kg m–2)
Dust burden (kg m–2)
BC residence time (days)
OA residence time (days)
Dust residence time (days)

MERRA-2

CAM5.3-Oslo

GEOS-A

GEOS-F

HadGEM

0.014
6
0.68
2.21012
1.21011
3.01010
1.1106
5.5106
1.1104
8.1
6.3
13.1

0.012
–9
0.18
1.71012
9.81012
6.81010
5.3107
5.9106
9.7105
5.0
5.0
1.9

0.015
8
0.59
2.21012
1.21011
2.41010
1.1106
6.1106
1.3104
7.5
8.1
17.8

0.012
–18
0.43
2.21012
1.21011
3.11010
7.8107
4.4106
1.2104
7.9
7.6
18.3

0.018
46
0.44
2.71012
1.31011
2.81010
8.7107
4.8106
2.9105
5.7
6.2
1.3

which prescribes OA as non-absorbing, the differences in
aerosol absorption over the Indian subcontinent and East
Asia between HadGEM and CAM5.3-Oslo seem to be
related to the higher BC emissions and column burden in
HadGEM rather than differences in optical properties.
Also, HadGEM is the only model which includes nitrate
aerosols, and as shown by Pan et al. (2015) this has at
least improved the AOD distribution over South Asia
compared to observations. GEOS-A on the other hand
also slightly underestimates AAOD in polluted areas even
though the burden of BC and OA is higher compared to
CAM5.3-Oslo as is the OA absorptivity; the BC absorptivity, however, is lower.
Further, model differences were found for the treatment of aerosol mixtures; all models include external mixing of aerosol components, but differ in their treatment
of internal mixing. The two GEOS models do not include
internal mixing of aerosol components (Colarco et al.,
2010), which could result in a lower absorption compared
to AERONET observations. However, AAOD underestimation is in the focus domain mainly prominent in
CAM5.3-Oslo opposed to the GEOS models (see Fig. 5).
Also, as shown by Klingm€
uller et al. (2014), the use of
different mixing rules for internal mixtures can furthermore lead to differences in the modelled absorption. But
here, both CAM5.3-Oslo and HadGEM use the MaxwellGarnett mixing rule for internal mixtures involving BC
(Kirkevåg et al., 2018; Mann et al., 2010), so that model
discrepancies between these two models are not related to
the treatment of refractive index calculations, but there
might be other differences such as e.g. the types of mixtures and their sizes.
To conclude, the large model spread seen in the representation of total aerosol absorption in the focus domain
has a distinct spatial variability and model performances

vary between dust-dominated and heavily polluted areas.
Model discrepancies are over desert areas mainly related
to dust emissions, burden and residence time whereas differences in BC and OA emissions and their burdens matter most over polluted areas. Optical properties of
individual aerosol species seem, in general, to be of less
importance concerning model spread, but at least the
high absorbing ability of dust in CAM5.3-Oslo could
amplify an overestimation in AAOD over deserts.

4.2. CAM5.3-Oslo sensitivity simulations
We present in the following the performed sensitivity simulations, which are motivated by the aforementioned
model biases in CAM5.3-Oslo compared to three additional AeroCom models and are targeting aerosol emissions, deposition, driving meteorology and optical
properties. Changes in aerosol absorption between the
control and sensitivity simulations are visualised in Fig. 6
as changes in total AAOD over the focus domain.
Furthermore, the mean AAOD for the different sensitivity experiments compared to the other AeroCom models
for the focus domain and three subregions, namely India,
East Asia and Arabia, are summarised in Fig. 7. To illustrate changes in seasonal variability between the sensitivity experiments in comparison with AeroCom models, we
show further the seasonal cycle of the year 2010 at
selected AERONET stations in Fig. 8. Relative changes
between the control and sensitivity simulations in absorbing aerosol burden, residence time and mean AAOD are
given in Table 5.
4.2.1. Emissions. Figures 6a, b illustrate the importance
of the aerosol emission data set for the magnitude and
spatial distribution of absorption in the model. With the
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updated CMIP6 emission data set, but with the same
emission year as in the control simulation (experiment
CMIP6_PD) the AAOD in South and East Asia increases
(see Fig. 6a). In particular over the IGP, where the model
in section 4.1.1 was found to underestimate absorption
compared to observations, the absorption is here
enhanced with up to þ39%. However, a strong decrease
in AAOD occurs over South East Asia (locally up to
86%), so that the regional mean in AAOD increases by
only þ1%. The global mean AAOD even decreases
by 6%.
The updated emission data set alters BC and OA emissions, affecting the burdens of these absorbing aerosols
(see Table 5), but does not affect the wind-driven dust
emissions which are calculated online in the model. BC
emissions and the column burden increases by þ7% and
þ12%, respectively, as opposed to a decrease in OA emissions by 23% and column burden by 11%. However,
according to van der Werf et al. (2017, 2010) an increase
in OA should be expected due to enhanced global fire
emissions in the new CMIP6 emission data set which uses
GFED4 fire emissions instead of GFED2 in CMIP5.
A high year-to-year variability for aerosol emissions
occurs in the studied domain, and a transient emission
cycle (CMIP6_transient) yields the strongest increase in
AAOD among the sensitivity experiments in the domain
with a mean regional change of þ21% and an enhancement of up to þ88% in remote mountain areas in southcentral China and the Himalaya (see Fig. 6b). Globally,
the AAOD also increases by 12% with the transient emissions. The regionally substantial AAOD response is here
mainly related to an increase in BC emissions, with as
much as þ51% deviation from the control simulation.
Even though the deposition of BC rises as well (not
shown), the higher BC emissions are sufficient to give a
remarkable net increase in BC column burden of þ58%,
and the BC residence time is with 5.9 days higher in this
experiment than in any of the others (see Table 5).
However, the changes in lifetime obtained from the sensitivity experiments are small compared to the spread
among the different models. Changes in OA emissions
and burden are relatively small for this experiment, so
that the strong increase in AAOD is here mainly associated with an increase in BC aerosols.
Comparing the two simulations using CMIP6 emissions (CMIP6_PD and CMIP6_transient, see Figs. 6a, b)
shows that not only the choice of data set but also the
actual emission year is crucial for the AAOD, particularly
in areas influenced by pollution. Both experiments give a
higher absorption by aerosols in the focus domain, especially over the IGP. The global clear-sky radiative effect
of aerosol-radiation interactions calculated as the difference in top-of-the-atmosphere short-wave fluxes between
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control simulation and experiment, however seems to be
fairly small (–0.003 and 0.002 W m2) which is probably
related to simultaneous increase in emissions of sulphate.
A small decrease in AAOD of 2% occurs for the
experiment with a fixed factor for converting organic carbon emissions to organic matter, independently of the
emission source (OM-OC_1.7, not shown). This experiment affects only OA emissions and the reduced conversion factor leads, as expected, to a decline in emissions by
16% which in turn results in a lower OA column burden (–12%), but changes in residence time are small. This
highlights that the model configuration in regard to OA
emissions is less important for the representation of
AAOD and that rather uncertainties in emission inventories contribute to underestimated modelled emissions of
biomass burning aerosols, as seen in the experiment
CMIP6_PD and CMIP6_transient. However, the aerosol
clear-sky radiative effect is with 0.1 W m2 relatively
large compared to the other experiments. As discussed in
section 4.1.1, the AAOD over dust-dominated areas is
high in CAM5.3-Oslo compared to observations and
other AeroCom models. Reducing the dust emissions
(DUemissions_tuned) decreases the regional mean AAOD
only by 3% but locally by as much as 27% (not
shown). The residence time of dust decreases only
slightly, so that changes in AAOD seem to be mainly
driven by changes in dust burden, which decreases by
6% and is obviously dependent on the dust emission
modifications.
4.2.2. Deposition. The aerosol column burden, as an
important factor for controlling the total absorption by
aerosols, is constrained by deposition. However, decreasing the efficiency of BC below-cloud wet removal by a
factor of two (BCscav_lower), leads only to small changes
in AAOD of þ1% on average (–6% to þ9%) in the focus
area (not shown). This low response is reasonable since
the total BC deposition decreases by less than 1% and
only a small change in BC column burden of þ1%
occurs. The underestimated AAOD found in the control
simulation over polluted areas is related to low BC emissions and burden, and reducing the below-cloud wet
removal of BC is insufficient in the model for improving
the AAOD representation in the focus region.
Similarly, a higher efficiency for dust below-cloud wet
removal and dry deposition (DUscav_higher and
DUdrydep_increased) results only in negligible changes in
AAOD (–1%) on average (globally and regionally),
which varies between 6% and þ4% in the focus region
(not shown). The change in dust dry deposition is below
1% and the dust column burden decreases only by 1%.
The below-cloud wet removal and dry deposition of dust
is insufficient for reducing the overestimated AAOD over
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Fig. 6. Absolute differences in AAOD between the nudged model control simulation and the model sensitivity experiments in the
categories ’Emissions’ (a, b), ’Meteorology’ (c, d), ’Optics’ (e, f, g) as well as one combined sensitivity experiment (h) for the year 2010
in the focus region.
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Fig. 7. AAOD seasonal variability for the year 2010 from the AMIP and nudged control simulations compared to AeroCom phase III
models and AERONET AAOD monthly means (Level 1.5). The blue shaded area indicates the range of AAOD changes for all
sensitivity experiments. The map in the bottom left corner shows the respective locations of the AERONET stations.
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Fig. 8. Regionally averaged AAOD for the control simulation, sensitivity experiments as well as MERRA-2 and the AeroCom phase
III models. The error bars show the inter-quartile range. The regions are (a) the focus region Asia, (b) India, (c) East China and
(d) Arabia.

arid and dust-dominated regions, found for the model in
section 4.1.1. Deposition is linearly dependent on emissions in CAM5.3-Oslo and hence higher emissions lead to
an increased deposition. The model seems to be less susceptible to the changed deposition parameters in this sensitivity category and a negligible change in AAOD
was found.
4.2.3. Meteorology. To test the influence of meteorological conditions on aerosol absorption, we use first
another reanalysis data set for the nudging approach and
second a non-nudged AMIP-type. We use the newer
reanalysis ERA5 to assimilate wind and pressure fields in
the model, instead of the default configuration with
ERA-interim reanalysis (experiment ERA5). In response
to this, the AAOD shows a decrease by only 1% on
regional average, but the AAOD change can vary thereby
between 21% and 25% within the focus domain (see
Fig. 6c). Focusing on the regional distribution of AAOD
changes, the absorption over e.g. Northern India, where
the model underestimates absorption compared to
reanalysis and observations in general, does not improve
but rather decreases even further. Also, the found AAOD

overestimation over the Arabian peninsula seems to
increase even more with the use of the ERA5 reanalysis.
Moreover, we performed a simulation with CAM5.3Oslo in a non-nudged configuration. The regional mean
AAOD is decreased by 18.5% in the AMIP experiment
compared to the control simulation. Differences in aerosol absorption between the two model simulations can be
driven by changes in meteorology due to the assimilation
of wind and pressure and subsequent transport processes,
wind-driven aerosol emissions, and deposition, in addition to the difference in model resolution that may affect
all these processes. A lower AAOD in the AMIP simulation over polluted areas in the focus region is consistent
with a shorter residence time and lower burden of BC
and OA, by 6% and 8%, respectively (see Table 5). In
the dust-dominated western part of the studied domain
(see Fig. 6d), a lower absorption compared to the control
simulation is consistent with the weaker wind-driven dust
emissions and decreased residence time and column burden of dust. This seems also to be the main reason why
the global radiative effect is with þ1.53 W m2
strongly positive.
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5.14
5.20
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5.02
5.09
5.06
5.08
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time

–0.003
–0.002
–0.06
10.104
þ0.002
þ0.02
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þ0.017
þ 1.525
10.05
þ0.01
–0.021
–0.01

Radiative
effect

The aerosol emissions (in kg m–2 s–1) and column burden (in kg m–2) for the control simulation and the relative regional mean changes between the control and sensitivity
experiments for each property, as well as the global residence time in days and radiative effect (in W m–2) for each simulation.

CMIP6_PD
CMIP6_transient
DU_emissions_tuned
OM-OC_1.7
BCscav_lower
DUscav_higher
DUdrydep_increased
ERA5
AMIP
BCrefrac_1.0
OArefrac_MERRA
DUrefrac_MERRA
Combined

0.18

–13

OA
emissions

BC
emissions

D emissions

0.0121

Control

R

NMB

D AAOD

AAOD

Simulation

Table 5. Absolute regional mean in AAOD for the year 2010, the normalised mean bias (NMB, in %) and correlation (R) compared to AERONET data.
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Hence, the nudging of horizontal winds and surface
pressure to observed meteorology as in the control simulation leads to improved model representation of aerosol
absorption over the polluted areas in the domain, as
opposed to the dust-dominated areas where the model
overestimate of absorption is larger in the nudged version, most likely due to high dust emissions. Also, a too
strong prescribed dust absorptivity in the model can lead
to an overestimation in AAOD compared to
observations.
4.2.4. Optical properties. Figures 6e, f and g illustrate
the changes in AAOD due to altered aerosol optical
properties. In Fig. 6e, the effect of prescribing fully
absorbing BC (BCrefrac_1.0) is displayed. BC is already
in the default model configuration strongly absorbing
compared to other state-of-the-art climate models, with
an imaginary part of the refractive index of 0.79 (see
Table 2). The AAOD increases by only þ11% on average
in the focus region, although the BC absorptivity is saturated in this experiment. Changes in AAOD are here
solely caused by the increased absorption ability which
leads to a global radiative effect of þ0.05 W m2.
Increasing the absorptivity of OA by choosing the
same prescribed refractive index as used in MERRA,
leads to a regional mean increase in AAOD of 4.6%, see
Fig. 6f with changes of up to þ23% in South East Asia.
A decreased refractive index of dust at 550 nm
(DUrefrac_MERRA) yields the second lowest averaged
AAOD and a relative high mean decrease by 16.7% in
the focus domain (Fig. 6g). The model shows an improvement of the AAOD representation especially over the desert and arid areas with a maximal decrease of 46%.
Overall, the model response to changes in BC and OA
optical properties is smaller compared to the effects of a
strong emission increase as in the CMIP6_transient
experiment. On the other hand, a high negative response
of AAOD to changes in dust refractive index was found
since mineral dust is dominating the absorbing aerosol burden.
Accordingly, a closing simulation (Combined) was performed with a combination of the experiments that led to
the strongest response, namely CMIP6_transient, ERA5
and DUrefrac_MERRA (see Fig. 6h). The result of a
combined simulation seems to improve the spatial distribution of AAOD exactly in the correct regions with a
decreasing AAOD over desert areas of up to 84% and
an increase in AAOD over the IGP and East Asia by a
maximum of 103%. On average the AAOD increases only
by 3% in the region. These changes would lead to a global negative radiative effect of 0.01 W m2.
To summarise AAOD changes in the sensitivity experiments compared to the control simulation, the other

AeroCom phase III models as well as MERRA-2, Fig. 7
shows the regional mean AAOD and also illustrates subregional variability by showing a selection of three additional smaller subregions.
4.2.5. Seasonal cycle. Since the AeroCom model and
sensitivity experiment results are given for 2010, Fig. 8
shows the seasonal cycle of AAOD only for the year
2010, comparing thereby AeroCom models, the sensitivity
experiments and MERRA-2 with the AERONET retrievals at selected stations. The range of AAOD changes
(maximum and minimum) due to changes in the sensitivity experiments (described in section 4.2) is indicated and
referred to as inter-experiment diversity (blue shading).
The results of the AMIP simulation are thereby displayed
separately from the other sensitivity experiments since
this is the only non-nudged simulation.
First, the inter-model diversity in terms of the absorption strength at the different stations reflects the findings
in section 4.1.2 and shows a distinction for model performances between dust-dominated and polluted areas
within the focus domain (see Fig. 8). The overestimation
in AADO in CAM5.3-Oslo is still evident at the two
dust-dominated stations Solar Village and Karachi (see
Fig. 8c, d) in comparison to the other AeroCom models
and AERONET. For the other four stations, CAM5.3Oslo and the range of its sensitivity experiments is often
lower compared to the other AeroCom models. However,
the AAOD magnitude and temporal evolution of
CAM5.3-Oslo shows a reasonably good agreement with
the AERONET observations at the urban stations
Kanpur and Bejing, while HadGEM shows a strong overestimation in AAOD at these stations (see Fig. 8a, b).
None of the AeroCom models seem to represent the high
AAOD at the Pokhara station (see Fig. 8e) during winter
and the pre-monsoon season (January to May) which
might be connected to the complex topography not being
resolved in the models. The GEOS models reproduce the
high AAOD during the biomass burning season in
Chiang Mai much better than CAM5.3-Oslo (see Fig. 8f)
although not sufficient if compared to AERONET
retrievals. HadGEM performs well for this location even
though the model does not consider OA as absorbing at
all. To disentangle the BC and OA absorption in the
model, the absorption at shorter wavelengths would
be required.
Focusing on the seasonal cycle for the AeroCom models during the year 2010 in Fig. 8, it becomes clear that
besides the absorption strength, there is poor agreement
among the models. The models differ in their aerosol
emissions as well as assimilation fields. CAM5.3-Oslo
uses aerosol emissions of the year 2000 while the two
GEOS models and HadGEM use emissions for the given
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year 2010. CAM5.3-Oslo and HadGEM are nudged to
the ERA-interim reanalysis compared to the GEOS models which are nudged to MERRA-2. The seasonal cycle
of AAOD in CAM5.3-Oslo does not change in the sensitivity experiments and seems to be preserved. Only the
experiment ERA5 which uses different meteorological
assimilation fields, is able to change the seasonal cycle
slightly (not shown). The substantial change in temporal
evolution from AMIP to the other CAM5.3-Oslo simulations indicates best that the seasonal cycle is bound to
the driving meteorology. The seasonal cycle does not
seem to be influenced by the changes made in the other
chosen sensitivity experiments.
It is evident that the large inter-model spread is often
well beyond the inter-experiment diversity of CAM5.3Oslo, which highlights that basic physical processes in the
models such as transport and deposition, possibly also
cloud processes and precipitation, are causing a large
model spread rather than aerosol emissions or
optical properties.
However, we emphasise again that the largest interexperiment diversity is often reached with emission
changes just as discussed in sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.4. The
strongest increase in AAOD for the urban stations
Kanpur and Beijing as seen as the maximum of the blue
shaded area in Fig. 8a and b are achieved for the
CMIP6_transient simulation which reduces the discrepancy to the AERONET observations to only 18% at
Kanpur and even to full agreement on average at Beijing.
For the dust-dominated station Solar Village, the best
agreement with the observations is obtained with the
change
to
the
MERRA-2
refractive
index
(DUrefrac_MERRA) (see Fig. 8d). This points out that
the correct parameterisation of dust absorptivity in the
model plays a crucial role for the total aerosol absorption. On the other hand, the general AAOD underestimation at the station Chiang Mai (see Fig. 8f) is even
enhanced for the CMIP6_PD experiment (–63%) due to a
significant decrease in BC and OA burden. Here, the
optical experiment with fully absorbing BC yields the
highest AAOD in the peak season.

5. Conclusions
In this study, we evaluate the representation of aerosol
absorption in the climate model CAM5.3-Oslo in its original configuration and set-up (AMIP type with CMIP5
emissions for year 2000) as described by Kirkevåg et al.
(2018). A large spatial variability was found within the
studied region, which covers large parts of Asia, with a
distinction between polluted and dust-dominated areas.
The model underestimates total aerosol absorption over
polluted regions, dominated by BC and organic aerosols,
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compared to AERONET observations and MERRA-2
reanalysis, while an overestimation occurs over dustdominated areas. Relatively low BC emissions and a
short residence time of BC lead to a low BC burden and
the coherent underestimation of aerosol absorption in
urban areas. Too high wind-driven dust emissions in a
nudged simulation are efficient in increasing the column
burden and residence time of dust and subsequently leading to an overestimation in AAOD, which is in agreement
with Kirkevåg et al. (2018). A comparison between a
nudged and AMIP-type model configuration highlights
the influence of meteorological variation on aerosol
absorption, due to its influence on transport and removal
processes as well as wind-driven emissions.
A significant model spread is found for a subset of
four AeroCom phase III models. Main differences
between the modelled AAOD are related to aerosol residence time and column burden of absorbing aerosols
(BC, OA, dust), which reflects in turn differences in
transport and deposition processes. Optical properties of
BC and OA were found to be of less importance, whereas
the absorptivity of dust seems to be crucial for the
absorption by aerosols over desert and arid areas.
We performed further sensitivity simulations with
CAM5.3-Oslo targeting both the physical processes of
aerosol emissions, meteorological conditions and deposition, and variations in optical characteristics of aerosols,
to mimic the effects of various observed ageing processes
on the aerosol absorption. Changes in aerosol absorption
between the sensitivity simulations are mainly driven by
changes in the BC column burden. Aerosol emissions are
thereby important to capture the magnitude of aerosol
absorption on the regional scale and both an updated
emission data set and transient emissions (i.e. emissions
not fixed to a specific year) yield an improved agreement
with AERONET observations of aerosol absorption.
Changes in optical properties of absorbing aerosols, such
as e.g. a saturated BC absorptivity in the model, are well
beyond the inter-model differences in prescribed optical
characteristics, and lead to mean changes in AAOD of
10%. However, we found that adapting the refractive
index of mineral dust leads to a significant response in
CAM5.3-Oslo. Changes in emissions and meteorology
corresponding merely to updates in emission inventories
and driving reanalysis data lead to mean changes of up
to 20%. Thus, the representation of fundamental processes like air mass transport and particle deposition in the
model are very important and can be readily addressed.
To emphasise this further, we found that the inter-model
spread in AAOD and also aerosol residence time is much
larger than the changes among the various sensitivity
experiments. Hence, our results reveal that for purposes
of improving the representation of absorbing aerosols in
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global models, it is advisable to prioritise improved emission inventories, and processes affecting the aerosol residence time and amount, before refined parameterisations
of complex aerosol properties and microphysical processes.
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